
 Magic!
Let’s Make Some



We’ve got
what you 
need!
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Nice to 
meet you!

We're Rebecca & Tyler, the faces behind Simply Ivory Videography. We started this 
filmmaking journey three years ago with our love for travel. We would film our trips so 
we  can share and remember them.
We were asked to film a wedding and we gave it a go and Voilà. Here we are! We must say, 
we LOVE filming weddings. Capturing sweet couples and their precious love story is 
humbling and rewarding. We love to be silly & create some amazing magic with our 
couples and make them feel comfortable in front of our lens. 
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Pricing Cream

1 Videographers 6 hr coverage 5-7 min Highlight Film
Teaser Film

$1800

Pearl

2 Videographers 8 hr coverage 5-7 min Highlight Film
 Teaser Film 

 Drone 

$2800

Ivory

2 Videographers 10 hr coverage  5-7 min Highlight Film Teaser film Ceremony film  Reception Film
Prep Film  Motion Book

Drone 

$3800

Destination

"Pearl"Package Travel fees included for two videographers 

$3500

*All package pricing listed not including tax

Packages
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The
Experience
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                          We will reply to your inquiry with a chance to set up a phone call.  In this phone call we will 
                           ask the following questions; your wedding timeline, how long of coverage needed, video  
                        specifics, and any additional ideas you may have. We value our clients vision to make the 
process and filmmaking seemless.  We aim to make a complete bispoke video for you and your future 
spouse. We also enjoy getting to interact with everyone and get to know you better before your BIG day! 
Once we complete our call, if agreed, we will send over a virtual contract for you and your partner to 
review.  

                             After a signed contract, a non-refundable     
                             deposit of $200 is required to secure a date   
                                with us. We will then follow up a month prior 
to your wedding date for a detailed timeline and 
remaining balance you may have.  Any further questions 
or package add-ons need to be addressed before the 
wedding date.

                              WEDDING DAY! We will finally get to meet 
                               you and your future spouse! Once we say our 
                                 hellos, we then can get to know the vendors and 
coordinate how the day will go.  Then the filmmaking  
BEGINS!!! We strive to create a fun and stress free 
environment for all our wedding couples.  When shooting, 
we will help by directing you and your partner in beautiful 
movements. We aim to make you comfortable and may even 
crack some jokes to get that perfect smile.

What Happens Next!
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“My wife and I loved getting to have Rebecca and Tyler film our wedding! They 
are very professional, have great ideas, and an amazing final product. A huge 
plus is they are such a fun couple and just made our wedding just that much 
better. If you are in need of a wedding videographer we would not hesitate to 
recommend Simply Ivory Videography. You won't be disappointed!”

“My husband and I will forever be thankful for Rebecca and her husband the 
people behind simply ivory, their work is literally perfect. They captured all of 
our special moments and chose the perfect song for the highlight film. They are 
some of the sweetest most professional people out there. We absolutely loved them 
and so did our family. I would recommend them always!!”

-Dania + Juan

-Alexis + Jordan

-Brooke + Corbin

“WOW. My husband and I were so very impressed with Simply Ivory 
Videography! We have gotten so many compliments from our family and friends 
on our highlight reel. Rebecca and Tyler were professional and were such a sweet 
couple to work with. I highly recommend them! Thank you Simply Ivory for 
capturing our day and helping us video this incredibly special time in our life.”

Sweet Words
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F&Q

Most frequently asked...

Can we choose our music?
 
Unfortunately no. We have to stay within copywrite policies when 
adding music to our films.  We select our music through a platform 
called Musicbed.  However, if the couple still wants to be apart of the 
music selection , we encourage them to browse through Musicbed.

What is a ceremony and reception film?
 
These are simplified films of raw footage of your wedding day. The 
ceremony film is a cohesive film from start to finish based on two 
different perspectives. The same for the reception film, it starts 
with the grand entrance to the grand exit. Includes dances, toasts, 
and audio of all the speakers.

What is your turnaround time?
 
Due to the booming wedding season, our turnaround time is 3-4 
months from your wedding date.  Teaser films are delivered within 
a week. 

www.simplyivoryvideography.com
Click link for more information:



Thank You!
Hope to hear from you soon

- Rebecca & Tyler


